mosses, supplies, dresses, hobbies, parents
arches, caves, engines, enemies, patches
babies, clams, glasses, mistakes, mints
armies, arrows, couches, props, ranches

Pattern Power
Write the spelling words with these spelling patterns.

words with -s
1. __________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
6. __________
7. __________
8. __________

words with -ies
16. __________
17. __________
18. __________
19. __________
20. __________

words with -es
9. __________
10. __________
11. __________
12. __________
13. __________
14. __________
15. __________
Fill in the Blanks

Complete each sentence with a word from the spelling list.

1. Bats live in _____________ because they are cool and dark.
2. I love to roll up my pants, wade in the water, and look for _____________.
3. It was amazing how Native Americans used to hunt bison with bows and _____________.
4. Ladies and gentlemen, start your _____________!
5. Please check your work for _____________ before you turn it in.
6. Some of the _____________ we needed for our class play included pottery dishes.
7. The _____________ of the young boy were very proud of their son.
8. I love the chocolate after-dinner _____________ they serve here.
9. My favorite _____________ are reading and playing soccer.
10. In the west, cows are raised on large _____________.
11. What kind of _____________ do we need for art class?
12. There were _____________ of dry grass in the field.
13. The coyote _____________ its back as it hunts for prey.
14. I can’t see the blackboard if I’m not wearing my _____________.
Look at the words in each set below. One word in each set is spelled correctly. Use a pencil to fill in the circle next to the correct word. Before you begin, look at the sample set of words. Sample A has been done for you. Do Sample B by yourself. When you are sure you know what to do, you may go on with the rest of the page.

### Sample A:
1. **A** mossus
   - (a) mossus
   - (b) mossis
   - (c) mosses
   - (d) mosss

2. **B** archis
   - (e) archis
   - (f) arches
   - (g) archs
   - (h) arshes

3. **C** babies
   - (a) babies
   - (b) babyes
   - (c) babys
   - (d) baibies

4. **D** armies
   - (e) armies
   - (f) armees
   - (g) armys
   - (h) armeez

5. **E** supplies
   - (a) supplies
   - (b) supplyes
   - (c) supplys
   - (d) supplis

### Sample B:
6. **E** cavees
   - (a) cavees
   - (b) cavvies
   - (c) kaves
   - (d) caves

7. **F** clames
   - (a) clames
   - (b) klams
   - (c) clams
   - (d) klames

8. **G** airoes
   - (a) airoes
   - (b) arrows
   - (c) arrowes
   - (d) airos

9. **H** dresss
   - (a) dresss
   - (b) dresses
   - (c) dressus
   - (d) dressis

10. **I** injins
    - (a) injins
    - (b) engines
    - (c) enjins
    - (d) ingines

11. **J** glassus
    - (a) glassus
    - (b) glasss
    - (c) glassis
    - (d) glasses

12. **K** couchs
    - (a) couchs
    - (b) kowches
    - (c) cowches
    - (d) couches

13. **L** hobbys
    - (a) hobbys
    - (b) hobbyes
    - (c) hobbies
    - (d) hobbis

14. **M** enemees
    - (a) enemees
    - (b) enemies
    - (c) inemies
    - (d) enemys

15. **N** mistakees
    - (a) mistakees
    - (b) mistakes
    - (c) mistackes
    - (d) misstakes

16. **O** props
    - (a) props
    - (b) propse
    - (c) propes
    - (d) propps

17. **P** parents
    - (a) parents
    - (b) pairesnts
    - (c) parentes
    - (d) parinse

18. **Q** patchs
    - (a) patchs
    - (b) paches
    - (c) pachs
    - (d) patches

19. **R** mintz
    - (a) mintz
    - (b) mintes
    - (c) mints
    - (d) ments

20. **S** ranchs
    - (a) ranchs
    - (b) ransches
    - (c) ranshs
    - (d) ranches